Day 6-Students will logon to Khan Academy [https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain](https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain)

They will select the Topic Macroeconomics (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Long-run consequences of stabilization policies” – Students will watch the videos for all six domains and answer the practice questions for all six domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all six domains under the tab of Long-run consequences of stabilization policies. You must watch ALL videos in all SIX domains

Day 7-Students will logon to Khan Academy [https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain](https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain)

They will select the Topic Macroeconomics (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Open economy: international trade and finance” – Students will watch the videos for all five domains and answer the practice questions for all five domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all five domains under the tab of Open economy: international trade and finance. You must watch ALL videos in all FIVE domains

Day 8-Students will logon to Khan Academy [https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain](https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain)

They will select the Topic Macroeconomics (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Open economy: international trade and finance” – Students will watch the videos for all five domains and answer the practice questions for all five domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all five domains under the tab of Open economy: international trade and finance. You must watch ALL videos in all FIVE domains

Day 9-Students will logon to Khan Academy [https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain](https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain)

*** PLEASE NOTE THAT TODAY WILL START A NEW TAB/OVERALL TOPIC FROM THE HOME PAGE - They will select the Topic MICROECONOMICS (it’s in Orange) – They will then click on “Basic Microeconomic Concepts” - Students will watch the videos for all
four domains and answer the practice questions for all four domains – The videos are 3-7mins a piece, and must watch all videos on all four domains under the tab of Basic Microeconomic Concepts. You must watch ALL videos in all FOUR domains.

**Day 10**-Students will logon to their appropriate teacher’s Study Island account to complete a 20 question assessment related to the four days of topics. Labeled at Home Assessment #2